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Abstract--Data can be fragmented and replicated in a distributed atabase. However, in a dis- 
tributed relational database, the fragmentation does not have to be restricted to a vertical or horizon- 
tal partitioning, it can he a combination ofthe two. Six kinds of fragmentation have been identified, 
and in this paper, we present a characterization f the canonical form called unbiased. Besides pre- 
senting a formal treatment of the problem, we also show that some valid designs may have to be 
rejected if the integrity constraints on the database are unknown or inexpressible. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Distributed relational database design methodologies differ from centralized methodologies be- 
cause of the requirement to physically allocate data to network sites. Physical allocation is 
primarily determined by the utilization of the data- - i f  a data item is required by many sites but 
stored at only one, most sites suffer. On the other hand, if the data item is replicated at each 
site, availability must be offset against the cost of updating. In many applications, some sites 
access parts of a collection of data more frequently than others. Again, availability requirements 
mean that part of the collection will be stored at one site and other parts at other sites; this is 
called fragmentation. Since these fragments need not be disjoint, data may be both fragmented 
and replicated. 
We have identified six kinds of fragmentation for relational databases: unfragmented, hori- 
zontal, vertical, row-biased, column-biased, and unbiased. Schematic representations are shown 
in Figure 1. These figures should not be taken as definitive models, but as an intuitive guide 
to the differences between them. For example, Figure l(a) represents a single monolithic rela- 
tional table, Figure l(b) represents a partitioning of a table into many sub-tables with the same 
schemata but different populations, Figure l(c) represents a partitioning of a table into many 
sub-tables with different schemata, and so on. 
If  we postulate the existence of a universal relation r with schema R, horizontal fragmentation 
is equivalent o selection on r, vertical fragmentation is equivalent to projection, and the hybrid 
forms are equivalent to a combination of selection and projection. The universal relation is used 
only as a tool for describing the various kinds of fragmentation. We do not intend to suggest 
that it actually exists, but use it to distinguish between fragmentations of a single relation 
and fragmentations of a complete database. For example, Ceri and Pelagatti 's [1] definition of 
horizontal fragmentation is equivalent o our column-biased fragmentation (Figure l(e)), while 
De Bra's [2] proposal is equivalent to our row-biased fragmentation (Figure l(d)). The distinction 
is important because the validity of a hybrid design depends on the validity of both the horizontal 
and vertical dimensions; the validity of a single horizontally-fragmented r lation is independent 
of the relation's chema. 
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(a) Unfragmented (b) Horizontal (c) Vertical 
I I 
(d) Row-biased (e) Column-biased (f) Unbiased 
Figure 1. Six forms of fragmentation. 
Numerous authors have considered the problem of horizontal fragmentation [3-11]; others have 
also addressed vertical fragmentation [3,4,6,8,12,13]. For the most part, these papers have con- 
tributed to the problem of generating query processing strategies for fragmented databases and 
have not directly addressed the issue of correctness for fragmentation schemes. Our goal is to 
establish a complete characterization f all valid fragmentations of a global relational design. 
We claim that unbiased fragmentation is the canonical form of fragmentation, and consequently, 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the correctness ofan unbiased fragmentation establish 
a characterization for all kinds of fragmentations. We do not consider cost or efficiency fac- 
tors, only correctness. Zhang el al. [14] have proposed an efficient est for unbiased knowledge 
fragmentation. 
The results have particular elevance to large (corporate-wide) information systems because 
the data and processing requirements ofdepartments, branches, and sections naturally invite an 
unbiased fragmentation f the corporate database. It could also be that the corporate database is
built by integrating existing databases where it is likely that the integrated system would reflect 
an unbiased fragmentation. 
Regardless of the reasons for constructing an unbiased esign, the work in this paper allows a 
systems analyst o ask questions like: 
• Is our proposed esign valid? 
• Why isn't it valid? 
• If we change the current design, will it still be valid? 
2. BASIC NOTATIONS 
In this section, we introduce terminology and notations used throughout the paper. 
Let R = {A1,A~,...,An} be a relation schema with n attributes. Corresponding to each 
attribute Ai is a set DA~, 1 < i < n, called the domain of Ai. Let 
D = DAa x DA2 x ... x DA~. 
A relation r(R) draws its elements from the n-space, D (i.e., r(R) C D). However, since there 
may be relationships between the attributes of R, not all elements of D are necessarily legal 
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elements of r(R). Those that are allowed in r(R) are characterized by the condition Ci, a logical 
expression capturing the integrity constraints of r(R) (e.g., constraints between attribute values). 
The domain of r(R) is that subset of elements from D that satisfy C~, and we denote this set by 
D~ (DI C_ D). 
So formally, a relation r on R is a finite set of mappings {Pl,P2,--- ,Pt} from R to D with the 
restriction that for each mapping 
Pi E r ~ pi(Aj) E Daj, 1 < i < t, 1 <_ j < n 
and 
#i E r ~ pi(R) E DI, 1 < i < t. 
Let k be the number of sites in a distributed atabase system, k _> 2. Let F i = {(R/x, C~), . . . ,  
i i ith (Rm~ ,C~n~)} be the local fragmentation schema, 1 < i < k. R} is called the fragment schema, 
and C~j is called the fragment condition (or qualification). The collection of local fragmentation 
schemas is written F D = {FL , . . . , F t} .  F ° defines a database design for a system of k sites, 
and the jth fragment on site i is written 
r} = 7rR} ( ac} (r)), 
where r is a hypothetical universal relation with schema R. 
We assume that each schema (R~) within any F i is a subset of R, and that each qualifica- 
tion (C~) is defined on attributes of R. Without loss of generality, we also assume that the 
schemata within any F i are distinct but not necessarily disjoint. 
3. HORIZONTAL FRAGMENTATION 
We claimed above that unbiased was the canonical form of fragmentation. We present a formal 
treatment of horizontal fragmentation here, because we wish to show that it is subsumed by our 
characterization f unbiased fragmentation. 
A fragmentation schema F D defines a horizontal fragmentation if ~ - R, 1 _< i < k, 
1 < j < mi (i.e., if the fragmentation is defined on a single relational table with schema R). 
Since we assume that the schemata within each F i are distinct, it follows that there is exactly 
one horizontal fragment per site, and by eliding the j-component we can write a horizontal 
fragmentation schema s 
FH = {F ' , . . . , Fk} ,  
where 
F i = {(R, Ci)}, 1 < i < k. 
Then, the i th horizontal fragment is written 
ri = ac,(r) ,  1 < i < k. 
Observe that there is no requirement that the horizontal fragments, ri, 1 < i < k, be disjoint. 
F H defines a valid horizontal fragmentation of r(R) if 
r=r l  Ur2 U . - .Ur t .  
The select-union mapping defined by F H over schema R, written SUFH , is a function on relations 
over R: 
SUFtI(r ) = rl Ur2 U---LIra. 
Relation r(g)  is a fixed-point of the select-union mapping if SUFH (r) = r. Denote the set of all 
fixed points of SUFH by Fx(FH) .  
OBSERVATION 1. For any relation r(R) 
SUFH(r ) C_ r. 
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PROOF. By the definition of the selection operator, ri C_ r, 1 < i < k. 
Theorem 1 characterizes valid horizontal fragmentations of a relation r(R). Note that the 
characterization is independent of the population of r - - i t  depends only on F H. It assumes 
that Ct is known and expressible, and that the integrity of the database is maintained by the 
application programs (i.e., tuples violating C: are not allowed). 
THEOREM 1. If R = {A1,A~, . . . ,A ,} is a relation schema with n attributes, F H (as defined 
above) is a fragmentation schema for any relation r on R, k is the number of sites in the network, 
and CI is a logical expression capturing the integrity constraints oft (R) ,  then 
e FX(F H) .= ,  Cl C, 
i=1 
PROOF. Let ri be the horizontal fragment at the i th site, 1 < i < k, with ri = (Tc,(r). For some 
r(R) E FX(F  H) assume the consequent is false. Then, there is some p E r that satisfies Cz, but 
does not satisfy Ci, 1 < i < k. In other words, p ~ ri, 1 < i < k. Therefore, p ~ SUFH(r), 
contradicting the assumption that r E Fx(FH) .  
Conversely, assume the consequent is satisfied and r ~ FX(FH) .  Hence, by Observation 1, 
SUFH(r)  C r. It follows that no p E r - SUFH(r  ) satisfies Ci, 1 < i < k, for otherwise p E ri 
and hence p E SUFH(r ). However, if this is the case, the consequent cannot hold, providing the 
contradiction. | 
Unfortunately, it may be the case that CI is unknown or inexpressible. For example, given a 
functional dependency between two attributes, A and B, for a particular value of A we cannot 
predict what will be the value of B; we only know that there will be one such value. If we denote 
by Co the domain constraints of r(R), testing the validity of a fragmentation is still possible 
if CD is expressible. In general, CD is weaker than CI (i.e., CI ::~ Co), but more importantly, 
CD is simpler than Cj-, which makes testing for validity easier. 
COROLLARY 1. If R = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} is a relation schema with n attributes, F H (as defined 
above) is a fragmentation schema for any relation r on R, k is the number of sites in the network, 
and Co is a logical expression capturing the domain constraints oft (R) ,  then 
r(R) e FX(F  H) ~ CD ~ V C' . 
i--1 
PROOF. Since CI ~ Co and Co ~ ~/~=1 Ci, then CI ~ ~/i~1 Ci. Then, by Theorem 1, r(R) is 
a fixed-point. | 
Note that Corollary 1 is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition. That is, it is inconclusive if
k 
Cz~ ==~ Vi=l ci does not hold. Consider Figure 2. Every tuple satisfying the integrity constraints 
is contained in at least one fragment (with qualification Ci), even though there are many tuples 
satisfying the domain constraints not in any fragment. Since the application programs preclude 
tuples not satisfying the integrity constraints, these "extra" tuples are of no consequence in
evaluating the validity of a design. In other words, in a valid design the fragment qualifications 
must "cover" the integrity constraints of the database; they may or may not cover the domain 
constraints. If Corollary 1 fails, the validity of a design can be confirmed only by testing the 
more complex formula of Theorem 1. 
If it happens that a proposed design is invalid (by Theorem 1), clearly the system designer 
would like to know what is wrong. Theorem 1 recognizes that for any fragment, ri(R), the 
complement of ri (i.e., r(R) - ri(R)) is contained in the other fragments if and only if the design 
is valid. In other words, a design is invalid when there is a set of tuples in r(R) that is not 
contained in any fragment. To correct this anomaly there are three alternatives: 
(1) Define additional fragments (Ck+l ...Ck+m) so that the offending tuples are contained in 
a fragment. 
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Figure 2. Corollary 1 is a sufficient but  not necessary condition. 
(2) Strengthen Ct to exclude the offending tuples from the domain of r(R). 
(3) Weaken some Ci to include the offending tuples. 
4. VERTICAL FRAGMENTATION 
A fragmentation schema F D defines a vertical fragmentation if Cj = true, 1 _< i < k, 
1 _< j _< mi. We can write a vertical fragmentation schema s 
F v = {F ' , . . . , Fk} ,  
where 
F i = (Ril . . . .  , R i ,  }, 1 < i < k. 
Then, the jth vertical fragment at site i is written 
7rR (r), l_<j<_m,. 
F v defines a valid vertical fragmentation of r(R) if r(R) is a fixed-point of the project-join 
mapping, P JFv .  That is, if 
k k r = r~ • r 1 • " . . .  rm~_ 1 • rrn k. 
Orlowska [15] has shown that the following simple test checks whether a vertical fragmentation 
is valid. 
1. Build the complete intersection graph of F v. 
2. Delete nodes that are contained in some other node. 1 
3. If the resulting graph has a superkey connected subgraph, then F v is valid. Otherwise, it 
is invalid. 
The complete intersection graph for F v is the complete undirected graph on nodes R~, P~,. . . ,  
R~k_ l ,R~k with the edge between odes Rj and/~q labelled Rj N R~. If the intersection is 
empty, the edge is usually elided. The complete intersection graph is a graphical representation 
of the project-join mapping. Hence, contained nodes are deleted because they cannot invalidate 
a logical design; if S C_ R, r(S) ~ r(R) = r(R). An intersection graph for F v is any subgraph 
formed by removing only edges from the complete intersection graph. An intersection graph is 
1 Steps (1) and (2) are equivalent to the construction of the complete intersection graph of the reduced hyper- 
graph of F v [151. See also [14]. 
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A3 A2A3 A1A 3 
A2 ~ A3 
A1A2 A3A4A5 
(a) Reduced complete intersection graph. 
A3 A2A3 A1A 3 
A1A2 A3A4A 5 
(b) Superkey connected subgraph. 
Figure 3. A valid vertical fragmentation. 
A2A3 
A1A2 A3A4A 5 
(a) Reduced complete intersection graph. 
A2A3 
A1A2~~,~A3A4A5 
(b) Super~yco~tedsub~aph.  
Figure 4. An invalid vertical fragmentation. 
called superkey connected if each edge is a superkey for some /i.j, and the union of all nodes is 
equal to R. Consider the following examples. 
Let F V = (F  ~ ,F 2, F3) as follows (key attributes are indicated with an overseore): 
Ft  = (R~, R~) R~ = A-TA2 R~ = ~33A4 
F" = (R~) R~ = A-TA3 
F ~ = (R3~, R~) R~ = "~3A4A5 R~ = A2A3. 
The reduced complete intersection graph for F v is shown in Figure 3(a); node A3 A4 is deleted 
because it is contained in As A4 A4. In Figure 3(b), observe that the edge connecting A1 A2 and 
A2 A3 is not a superkey, so it has been deleted. The resulting subgraph is superkey connected, 
so we conclude that the design is valid. 
Conversely, suppose that we redefined F V = (F ~ ,F3): 
F" = (R'~, R~) R~ = AI'---A2 a~ = A'-~A4 
F 3 = (R~, R~) R~ = A'--'3A4A5 R~ = A2A3. 
The reduced complete intersection graph for this new F V is shown in Figure 4(a). In Fig- 
ure 4(b), observe that when we delete the edge connecting AI A2 and A2 A3 from the graph two 
components result, but the superkey connected subgraph does not include all attributes in R 
(A1 is missing), and so we conclude that the design is invalid. In this case, the join dependency 
*(A1 A2, A2 A3, A1 As) has been violated. 
A consequence of Orlowska's characterization of vertical fragmentation is that a distributed 
design can: 
1. Explore all or some of the join dependencies which are allowed for a normalized (centralized) 
global schema. 
2. Add any number of replications of whole relations or their parts based on the join depen- 
dencies from 1. 
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We have shown that valid horizontal fragmentations are fixed points of the select-union map- 
ping, and Orlowska has shown that valid vertical fragmentations are fixed points of the project- 
join mapping. In the following section, we use these results to characterize valid unbiased frag- 
mentations. 
5. UNBIASED FRAGMENTATION 
Unlike horizontal and vertical fragmentations, there is no generic algebraic formula for defining 
fixed-points for unbiased fragmentations (c.f. select-union and project-join). However, for row- 
biased fragmentations such a formula does exist. 
Recall that F z) = {F ' , . . . ,  Fk}, and that F i = {(R~, C~), . . . ,  (Rim,, Cim,)}. Let C = {Ca I 1 < 
h < I} denote the set of distinct conditions drawn from F o, and let 
Xh={Rj  ICh ,'. ;- Cj}, l<h<l .  
In other words, Xh defines a vertical fragmentation of O'ch (r). 
F o is a row-biased fragmentation only if R = U{Rj I/~j e Xh}, 1 < h < I, and a row-biased 
fragmentation is valid if 
r = P Jx t (O 'c , ( r ) )  U. . .  U PJxt (O'c , ( r ) ) .  
If R ¢ U{R~ I/~j E Xh}, 1 < h < l, then the fragmentation is not row-biased and the above 
does not hold. 
Observe that O'ch(r) C P Jxh(  O'ch(r))' 1 _< h < i. However, for a valid row-biased esign, 
r(R) E FX(Xh) ,  1 < h < l, and so any subset of r is also a fixed-point. In other words, for valid 
row-biased fragmentation, (Ych(r) E FX(Xh) ,  1 < h < I. 
It follows that if a row-biased esign can be derived from every unbiased esign, we can express 
the validity of the unbiased fragmentation i  terms of row-bias. 
Given a fragmentation schema F D, we derive a row-biased fragmentation asfollows: 
1. Compute the binomial conjunction of {Cj I 1 < i < k, 1 < j < mi}. For example, the 
binomial conjunction of {C1, Cz} is 
-~CI A -'6'2 
-~C, A 6'2 
Cx ^-~C2 
Cx ^ 6'2. 
The binomial conjunction partitions the domain of any relation r on R. Empty sub- 
domains are of no interest and so we eliminate contradictions. Also, we eliminate -~C~ A 
-~C] . . . .  -~Ckmk, since it is satisfied by no tuple that belongs to 6rcj (r), 1 < i < k, 1 < 
j<_ mi. 
We call each element of the resulting set an atomic condition, since each tuple satisfying Cz 
satisfies at most one atomic condition, and denote the set by aC = {aCh I 1 < h < l}. 
2. For each atomic condition, define 
= { Rj I .ch cj }, l<h<t  
Xh defines the vertical fragmentation of 6rac h (r). As before, 
n= U(R} I 
must hold for each Xh in the derived row-biased fragmentation. 
The unbiased fragmentation can always be recovered from the derived row-biased esign, by 
taking the union of atomic fragments with identical schemas,/~j., such that aCh :::¢, Cj. The proof 
is left as an exercise. 
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As a consequence, if the derived row-biased fragmentation is valid, so is the unbiased fragmen- 
tation. That is, F D is a valid fragmentation if 
r = P Jx , (Oracx(r ) )  U " "UP Jx , (Orac , ( r ) ) .  
We write this select-project-join-union mapping as SPJUFD , and denote the set of fixed-points 
by Fx(FD) .  
THEOREM 2. / fR  = {A1,.. .  ,A ,} is a re/ation with n attributes, F D is an unbiased fragmen- 
tation schema for any relation r on R, and CI is a logical expression capturing the integrity 
constraints oft(R),  then 
r(R) E FX(F  D) ¢=~ 
k mi  
o, VVq, 
i= l j= l  
r(R) e FX(Xh) ,  l<h<i ,  
where Xh is as defined above. 
Recall that F X ( Xh ) denotes the set of fixed-points of the project-join mapping. 
PROOF. Assume r(R) E FX(F  ~) and the consequent is false. There are two cases to consider: 
. k grt iVi=l i Vj=I c) does not hold. That is, some tuple p satisfies (71 but does not satisfy 
any Cj. However, since aac~(r) = P JXh(hath( r ) )  and p ~ O'~ch(r), 1 < h < l, 
p ~ SPJUFD (r), which is a contradiction. 
. There exists Xh, 1 < h < i such that r(R) ~ FX(Xh) .  So, r # PJxh(r ) ,  and it follows 
that ffavh(r) # PJxh(O'ach(r)) • Therefore, r(R) q~ FX(F  D) which contradicts our 
assumption. 
Now suppose that the consequent holds, but r(R) ~ FX(FD).  Again, there are two cases to 
consider: 
. r -SP JUFD(r )  # 0. It is a property of the project-join mapping that r C P JR(r). Hence, 
the project-join of the atomic fragments cannot cause the loss of tuples. So it must be that 
the tuples in r - SPJUFD (r) do not exist in any atomic fragment. However, we have 
assumed that C I ::~ Vk=l mi Vj=I c j  holds, which is a contradiction. 
2. SP JUFD(r  ) - - r  # 0. By Observation 1, the tuples in SPJUFD(r  ) - r  can only occur 
as a result of the project-join mapping. That is, there is some-Xh, 1 < h < l such that 
PJXh(r)  D r, but we have assumed that this is not the case. 
As before, a sufficient condition does not require that CI be known. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  R = {AI , . . .  ,A ,}  is a relation with n attributes, F D is all unbiased frag- 
mentation schema for any relation r on R, and Co is a logicM expression capturing the domain 
constraints of r( R), then 
r(R) e FX(F  D) 
where Xh is as defined above. 
I k rni 
co VVq, 
i= l j= l  
r(R) E FX(Xh) ,  l<h</ ,  
PROOF. The proof is analogous to that of Corollary 1. 
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Let 
6. EXAMPLE 
m m 
R = A1 A2 A3 A4 As, 
DAI = DA~ = DA~ = DA4 = DAs = 1...  10, 
r(R) has two simple candidate keys, A1 and Aa. 
Let F D be an unbiased fragmentation defined by 
R l= A1A2A3 C~= A1_<5 
R 1= A3A4 C~-  A3<_3 
R~ = A1 A2 C 2 - -  AI >_ 4 
R~ = AaA4As Cx a --  t rue  
R]= A2A3 C~ -= 2<A3<6.  
Note that, if we ignore the qualifications (that is, treat the design as a vertical fragmentation), 
then it is clear that the design is valid because the intersection graph is superkey connected. 
To test the validity of the unbiased esign, we derive the row-biased fragmentation asfollows: 
aCl= Al < 4 ^ Aa= I X ,= {RI,R~,R~} 
aC2 - Al < 4 A 2<A3<3 X,  = {RI,R~,R~,t~} 
aC3-  A1<4 A 4<A3_<6 X3= {RI,R~,R~} 
aC4 -= A1 < 4 A A3 > 6 X 4 = {RI, R?} 
aC5 - 4 <_ A1 <_ 5 A A3 = 1 x5 = {RI, R, ~, R~, N} 
aCe-- 4<A1<5 A 2<A3_<3 X6= {RI,R~,R~,R~I,R~2} 
aCT = 4_<A•<_5 A 4_<A3<6 Xz= {R~,R~,R~,R~} 
aCs = - 4<A1<5 A A3>6 Xs= {RI,R~,R?,R~2} 
aC9= A1 >5 A Aa= l X 9= {RXg,R2x,R~} 
aClo = A1 >5 A 2<_A3<3 Xto = {R~,R~,R~,R~2 } 
aCll = A1 > 5 A 4 < A3 <_ 6 X , ,  = {R~, R~, R 3} 
aC12 = A1 > 5 A A3 > 6 X,~ = {R~, R~}. 
Since no intersection graph of Xg, X~o, XH, or X~2 is superkey connected, 
r(R) q~ FX(Xg) ,  r(R) q~ FX(X lo) ,  
and hence, F D is an invalid distributed esign. 
A1 A2 As. 
r(R) @ FX(X , , ) ,  r(R) @ FX(X ,2) ,  
To correct he design, we could make Rx ~ = 
7. DISCUSSION 
We claimed that unbiased is the canonical form of fragmentation. If R) = R, then 
r}= O'c](r), l< i<k ,  l_<j_<mi,  
and the fragmentation is horizontal. The second condition in the consequent of Theorem 2 then 
becomes trivial since SPJUFD degenerates to the select-union mapping. Thus, the characteri- 
zation of unbiased fragmentation subsumes horizontal fragmentation. 
Likewise, if C] ~ Cz, then 
r}= 71"ttl(r), l< i<k ,  l< j<m/ ,  
and the fragmentation is vertical. Since all fragmentation conditions are equivalent to Ct, the 
first condition of the consequent of Theorem 2 becomes trivial and SP JUFo  degenerates to the 
project-join mapping. Thus, the characterization also subsumes vertical fragmentation. 
Since row-biased and column-biased are peculiar cases of unbiased fragmentation, it is obvious 
that the characterization also subsumes them. Hence, we conclude that our characterization does 
in fact generalize the notion of fragmentation. 
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Nevertheless, the validity of an unbiased design may be questioned if Ct is unknown or inex- 
pressible. If this is the case, and Corollary 3 fails because the fragment qualifications are too 
strong, we are left with no alternative but to weaken the Cj (c.f. horizontal fragmentation). 
In exploring transaction processing strategies in distributed database systems, some researchers 
have assumed that fragmentation and replication are distinct, even disjoint, problems (i.e., data 
can be fragmented or replicated, but not both) (e.g., [5,7,8-10,16]). We argue that there is no 
distinction between fragmentation and replication, and that a distributed transaction processing 
system that handles unbiased fragmentations implicitly deals with replication (in other words, 
we argue that fragmentation subsumes replication). For example, if a collection of data D is 
replicated, then this is no different to a fragmentation of D in which each fragment happens 
to equal D. The claim is further justified because vertical fragmentation must replicate data, 
namely the key attributes. Our characterization does not preclude overlapping data sets. 
Of course, our characterization is concerned only with the correctness of the distributed design 
and not with the optimality of the design. This is a topic for future research. 
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